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➢ Tech giants are rushing to develop their own chips — here’s why.
Not content with relying on standard chips that are in high demand, some of the world’s biggest tech firms are developing their own
semiconductors.
Apple, Amazon, Facebook, Tesla and Baidu are all shunning established chip firms and bringing certain aspects of chip development in-
house, according to company announcements and media reports.
“Increasingly, these companies want custom-made chips fitting their applications’ specific requirements rather than use the same generic

chips as their competitors,” Syed Alam, global semiconductor lead at Accenture, told CNBC.
“This gives them more control over the integration of software and hardware while differentiating them from their competition,” Alam
added.
Russ Shaw, a former non-executive director at U.K.-based Dialog Semiconductor, told CNBC that custom-designed chips can perform better
and work out cheaper.
“These specifically designed chips can help to reduce energy consumption for devices and products from the specific tech company,
whether it relates to smartphones or cloud services,” Shaw said.
The ongoing global chip shortage is another reason why big tech firms are thinking twice about where they get their chips from, Glenn
O’Donnell, research director at analyst firm Forrester, told CNBC. “The pandemic threw a big wrench in these supply chains, which
accelerated efforts to do their own chips.”
“Many already felt limited in their innovation pace being locked into chipmaker timelines,” O’Donnell said.

At present, barely a month goes by without a Big Tech company announcing a new chip project.
Perhaps the most notable example came in November 2020 when Apple announced it was moving away from Intel’s x86 architecture to
make its own M1 processor, which now sits in its new iMacs and iPads.
More recently, Tesla announced that it is building a “Dojo” chip to train artificial intelligence networks in data centers. The automaker in
2019 started producing cars with its custom AI chips that help on-board software make decisions in response to what’s happening on the
road.
Baidu last month launched an AI chip that’s designed to help devices process huge amounts of data and boost computing power. Baidu said
the “Kunlun 2” chip can be used in areas such as autonomous driving and that it has entered mass production.
Some of the tech giants have chosen to keep certain semiconductor projects under wraps.
Google is reportedly edging closer to rolling out its own central processing units, or CPUs, for its Chromebook laptops. The search giant
plans to use its CPUs in Chromebooks and tablets that run on the company’s Chrome operating system from around 2023, according to a
report from Nikkei Asia on Sep. 1. Google did not immediately respond to a CNBC request for comment.
Amazon, which operates the world’s largest cloud service, is developing its own networking chip to power hardware switches that move
data around networks. If it works, it would reduce Amazon’s reliance on Broadcom. Amazon, which already designs a number of other
chips, did not immediately respond to a CNBC request for comment.
Facebook’s chief AI scientist told Bloomberg in 2019 that the company is working on a new class of semiconductor that would work “very
differently” than most of the existing designs. Facebook did not immediately respond to a CNBC request for comment.
At this stage, none of the tech giants are looking to do all the chip development themselves.
“It is all about the design and performance of the chip,” Shaw said. “At this stage, it is not about the manufacturing and foundries, which is
very costly.”
Setting up an advanced chip factory, or foundry, like TSMC’s in Taiwan, costs around $10 billion and takes several years.
“Even Google and Apple are reticent to build these,” O’Donnell said. “They’ll go to TSMC or even Intel to build their chips.”
O’Donnell said there’s a shortage of people in Silicon Valley with the skills required to design high end-processors. “Silicon Valley put so
much emphasis on software over the past few decades that hardware engineering was seen as a bit of an anachronism,” he said.
“It became ‘uncool’ to do hardware,” O’Donnell said. “Despite its name, Silicon Valley now employs relatively few real silicon engineers.”
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➢ UK’s Boris Johnson to hike taxes to tackle Covid and social care crises.
U.K. Prime Minister Boris Johnson announced plans to hike taxes on Tuesday to fund health care and reforms to the country’s social care
system.
From April, Johnson’s government wants to introduce a new 1.25% health and social care levy on earned income across the U.K. Tax rates on
shareholder dividends will increase by the same amount. It will begin as an increase on the existing National Insurance rate (a current tax on
earnings) and become a separate tax on earned income in 2023.
The increased taxes will raise almost £36 billion over the next three years, according to the government, with money from the levy going
directly to Britain’s health and social care systems.
The plans require approval from Parliament before they can be enshrined into law.
Speaking to lawmakers in the House of Commons on Tuesday, Johnson said it would be “wrong for me to say that we can pay for this
pandemic without taking the difficult but responsible decisions about how we finance it.”
The prime minister said that because the new tax rate would be a permanent additional investment in health and social care, it would be
“irresponsible” to meet the costs through more borrowing.
“Some will ask why we don’t increase income tax or capital gains tax instead. Income tax isn’t paid by businesses, so the whole burden would
fall on individuals, roughly doubling the amount that the basic taxpayer could expect to pay. And the total revenue from capital gains tax
amounts to less than £9 billion this year,” he told politicians.
“Instead, our new levy will share the cost between individuals and businesses, and everyone will contribute according to their means. Those
who earn more will pay more. And because we’re also increasing dividends tax rates, we will be asking better off business owners and
investors to make a fair contribution too. In fact, the highest-earning 14% will pay around half the revenues.”
By increasing taxes by 1.25%, Johnson’s government aims to tackle crises in social care funding and National Health Service treatment
waiting lists, the latter of which has spiraled amid escalating pressure on health care services throughout the Covid-19 pandemic.
Under Britain’s National Insurance scheme, workers and employers pay a levy that funds certain welfare programs like state pensions,
statutory sick pay and maternity pay. People over the state pension age do not pay the levy, which effectively lowers their tax bill.
For workers earning between £797 and £4,189 a month, National Insurance payments are 12% of their earnings. Additional earnings in
excess of £4,189 a month are taxed at 2%. Those payments are made on top of income tax.
England’s NHS will be given a £5.4 billion cash injection over the next six months to bolster its response to the Covid-19 crisis, the
government announced on Monday. Of that funding, £1 billion will go toward reducing the treatment backlog created by the pandemic.
In August, an analysis carried out by The Nuffield Trust found that almost 1.2 million people in England were having to wait more than six
months to access vital NHS services like cardiology and brain surgery.

Johnson also announced on Tuesday that new social care reforms will include a cap on how much individuals pay for care during their
lifetime. From October 2023, that amount will be limited to £86,000, although this may not include the price of accommodation in nursing
homes.
Currently, people in England must pay for their own care if they have savings and assets of more than £23,250, meaning social care is rarely
state-funded.
People who have savings and assets valued between £20,000 and £100,000 will become eligible for “some means-tested support,” a form of
assistance currently only available to individuals who have assets valued between £14,250 and £23,250.
A shake-up of the country’s social care system has been long-awaited, with people often being forced to sell their homes in order to meet
the costs of care.
In his first speech as prime minister in 2019, Johnson said his government would “fix the crisis in social care once and for all,” vowing to “give
every older person the dignity and security they deserve.”

However, the prime minister’s plans have been met with criticism from some lawmakers in his own Conservative Party, many of whom claim
that it would break promises the party made before being elected to form a majority government.
Ahead of the country’s last general election in 2019, Johnson made a promise in the Conservative manifesto not to raise the rate of income
tax, VAT or National Insurance.
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Leader of the House of Commons Jacob Rees-Mogg wrote in his column for the Sunday Express at the weekend that Johnson’s U-turn on
taxes could cost the Conservatives votes. Drawing on former U.S. President George H.W. Bush’s famous quote: “Read my lips: no new taxes,”
Rees-Mogg argued that “voters remembered those words after President Bush had forgotten them.”
Business Secretary Kwasi Kwarteng, Trade Secretary Liz Truss and Justice Secretary Robert Buckland are also said to be concerned about the
plans, as are many Conservative lawmakers who are not members of Johnson’s Cabinet, the Guardian reported.

➢ Biden, Xi discuss avoiding confrontation in second phone call of new U.S. administration.
Chinese President Xi Jinping and U.S. President Joe Biden spoke for the first time since February on Friday.
It marked the second call between the leaders since Biden took office in January, as tensions between the world’s two largest economies
simmer.
“President Biden underscored the United States’ enduring interest in peace, stability, and prosperity in the Indo-Pacific and the world and
the two leaders discussed the responsibility of both nations to ensure competition does not veer into conflict,” the White House said in a
readout of the call released Friday morning.

Chinese state media confirmed the call shortly afterwards.

Xi said in the report that, “on the basis of respecting each other’s core concerns and properly managing differences,” relevant departments
of the two countries can engage for cooperation on climate, Covid prevention, economic recovery and major international and regional
issues.
He said if there’s “confrontation” between China and the U.S., “both countries and the world will suffer,” while all will benefit if the two
nations work together. That’s according to a CNBC translation of the Chinese text.
The state media report also included some description of Biden’s comments, including a remark that: “The two countries have no reason to
fall into conflict as a result of competition.
The two leaders last spoke just before the Lunar New Year — China’s most important holiday — in February in a call Biden said lasted two
hours.
Friday’s call, which lasted for about 90 minutes, discussed a range of transnational issues and touched on economic issues, although that
aspect of U.S.-China policy remains under review, Reuters reported, citing a senior U.S. administration official. The two leaders are able to be
candid and honest with each other without lecturing, the official said.
The U.S. focus must be on rallying partners and allies, the official said in the report.

Biden’s strategy for dealing with China has centered on working with traditional U.S. allies. The preceding Trump administration had taken a
more singlehanded approach of applying tariffs and sanctions on China to address longstanding business complaints of unequal market
access and forced technology transfer.
The geopolitical landscape has grown more complex this summer with the U.S. withdrawal from Afghanistan and the rise of the Taliban in a
region that shares a border with China.
In the last several months, both China and the U.S. have increased efforts to build up political and economic ties with regional partners.
On Thursday, Xi said at a virtual meeting of the five BRICS countries — China, Russia, Brazil, South Africa and India — that Beijing would chair
the BRICS summit next year and looked forward to working more with member nations, according to state media.
India Prime Minister Narendra Modi chaired this year’s meeting.
This fall, India is set to join the U.S., Japan and Australia for an in-person meeting of the so-called Quad leaders. Reports say the gathering
could occur as early as this month.

➢ Elizabeth Holmes defense tries to block testimony on her extravagant expenses at Theranos.
When you hobnob with celebrities and titans of society, you need good jewelry. And former Theranos CEO Elizabeth Holmes owned some of
the finest.
So, when Holmes charged a $2,000 item from a jewelry store to Theranos, it wasn’t out of the ordinary. Except that the person who
managed the finances at Theranos for over a decade, So Han Spivey, began asking questions.
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Spivey, who also goes by the name Danise Yam, was the first witness the government called on Wednesday in Holmes’ fraud trial. According
to a court filing, attorneys for Holmes are asking the judge to block Spivey from testifying about Holmes using corporate funds for
extravagant purchases.
Spivey worked at Theranos from 2006 to 2017. In an interview with federal prosecutors in July, she “recalled asking Holmes about a $2,000
purchase from a jewelry store and why Theranos should pay for it,” according to a court filing.
Holmes had a six-figure salary and an ownership stake in her blood-testing start-up Theranos that was valued at up to $4.5 billion. The details
of her luxurious lifestyle and whether her wealth and perks as CEO is relevant for jurors has been a contentious battle.
“Holmes would charge travel to Theranos to include flights on a private jet, and Spivey would have to ask Holmes for approval to pay the
private jet company,” according to the new filing. “Theranos would also pay for Holmes’ hotel bills, there was no budget at Theranos for
Holmes’ travel expenses, in fact there was no budgeting at Theranos.”
Once hailed as a billionaire on paper, Holmes was often chauffeured with a heavy security detail. Former employees recall that when she
wasn’t chauffeured, she drove her own car – the latest Range Rover.
Holmes stayed in luxury hotels and relied on multiple Theranos-paid assistants to run her lavish shopping sprees including home decorating,
jewelry, clothes and grocery shopping.
On Wednesday, the former head of finance highlighted a period in 2009 when she says the company struggled to make payroll for vendors
and that they had to “pick and choose” who to pay. Spivey testified they took out a loan backed by Sunny Balwani, former Theranos
president and for a time Holmes’ boyfriend.
In May, U.S. District Court Judge Edward Davila ruled that he would allow prosecutors to demonstrate that Holmes enjoyed a lifestyle
comparable to other CEOs in Silicon Valley. He tempered the ruling by prohibiting references to specific purchases and brands. Davila said he
would consider the latest request during Spivey’s testimony, which resumes on Friday.

➢ German finance ministry raided in money laundering probe.
German prosecutors raided the finance and justice ministries on Thursday as part of an investigation into the government’s anti-money
laundering agency, putting a spotlight on Germany’s failings in tackling financial crime.
The probe into the Financial Intelligence Unit, an agency of the finance ministry under Social Democrat chancellor candidate Olaf Scholz, is
looking at whether it was told to ignore warnings of suspect payments to Africa.
The raids come at a pivotal moment for Scholz, who opinion polls suggest has a good chance of becoming German chancellor in national
elections on Sept 26.
Scholz rebuffed criticism from lawmakers following the raids, but the episode casts a cloud because it refocuses attention on the ministry he
runs.
The FIU and BaFin, the financial regulator, which also answers to Scholz have been under scrutiny for failing to spot problems at payments
firm Wirecard, which collapsed last year in Germany’s biggest corporate fraud.
“This is a security risk for Germany,” said lawmaker Fabio De Masi. “We need a financial police with criminal expertise. Germany is a paradise
for criminals.”
Scholz, speaking on a campaign stop in Potsdam, said he had had bolstered staff at the FIU agency to almost 500 from 165 and invested
heavily in better equipping it.
He signaled his frustration with the raids, saying that prosecutors with questions “could have put them in writing”.

The FIU declined to comment.

The probe comes as the country’s anti-money laundering efforts are under review by the Financial Action Task Force (FATF), a global body
that groups countries from the United States to China, to tackle financial crime.
The FIU has long struggled to keep up with the tens of thousands of warnings it receives about suspect money transfers, according to people
familiar with its work.
It only stopped using fax machines to receive such reports from banks in the past few years, one German official has told Reuters.
A spokesman for the public prosecutors said they launched the enquiry after receiving complaints that the FIU had not acted on millions of
euros of suspect transactions, including to Africa, between 2018 and 2020.
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He said they had searched the ministries to see whether the agency had been told to ignore the suspect money flows.
Prosecutors said the agency was alerted by banks because of concerns the money was linked to trafficking of arms and drugs and
terrorism financing, saying that the FIU took note of the report but did not forward it to law enforcement agencies.
The prosecutors said they were also looking into the fact that since the FIU took over control of money laundering in 2017, reports of
suspicious activity have dropped drastically.
They said that previous searches of the FIU had revealed that there had been extensive communication with the ministries that were
searched on Thursday.
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Date Time Country Indicator Name Period Reuters Poll Prior SmartEstimate® Predicted Surprise

13.09.2021 01:50 Japan Corp Goods Price MM Aug 1.1%

13.09.2021 01:50 Japan Corp Goods Price YY Aug 5.6%

13.09.2021 01:50 Japan Business Survey Index Q3 -1.4%

13.09.2021 20:00 United States Federal Budget,$ Aug -302.00B

Date Time Country Indicator Name Period Reuters Poll Prior SmartEstimate® Predicted Surprise

14.09.2021 06:30 Japan Industrial O/P Rev MM SA Jul -1.5%

14.09.2021 06:30 Japan Capacity Util ization MM SA Jul 6.2%

14.09.2021 08:00 United Kingdom Claimant Count Unem Chng Aug -7.8k

14.09.2021 08:00 United Kingdom ILO Unemployment Rate Jul 4.7%

14.09.2021 08:00 United Kingdom Employment Change Jul 95k

14.09.2021 08:00 United Kingdom Avg Wk Earnings 3M YY Jul 8.8%

14.09.2021 08:00 United Kingdom Avg Earnings (Ex-Bonus) Jul 7.4%

14.09.2021 08:30 Switzerland Producer/Import Price MM Aug 0.5%

14.09.2021 08:30 Switzerland Producer/Import Price YY Aug 3.3%

14.09.2021 12:00 United States NFIB Business Optimism Idx Aug 99.70

14.09.2021 14:30 United States Real Weekly Earnings MM Aug -0.1%

14.09.2021 14:30 Canada Manufacturing Sales MM Jul 2.1%

14.09.2021 14:55 United States Redbook YY 6 Sep, w/e

14.09.2021 Sweden Reg Unemployment Rate Aug 7.9%

Date Time Country Indicator Name Period Reuters Poll Prior SmartEstimate® Predicted Surprise

15.09.2021 01:00 Japan Reuters Tankan Man'f Idx Sep 33

15.09.2021 01:50 Japan Machinery Orders MM Jul -1.5%

15.09.2021 01:50 Japan Machinery Orders YY Jul 18.6%

15.09.2021 08:00 Germany Wholesale Price Index MM Aug 1.1%

15.09.2021 08:00 Germany Wholesale Price Index YY Aug 11.3%

15.09.2021 08:00 United Kingdom PPI Input Prices MM NSA Aug 0.8%

15.09.2021 08:00 United Kingdom PPI Input Prices YY NSA Aug 9.9%

15.09.2021 08:00 United Kingdom PPI Output Prices MM NSA Aug 0.6%

15.09.2021 08:00 United Kingdom PPI Output Prices YY NSA Aug 4.9%

15.09.2021 08:00 United Kingdom PPI Core Output MM NSA Aug 0.7%

15.09.2021 08:00 United Kingdom PPI Core Output YY NSA Aug 3.9%

15.09.2021 13:00 United States MBA 30-Yr Mortgage Rate 6 Sep, w/e

15.09.2021 14:30 United States NY Fed Manufacturing Sep 18.30

15.09.2021 14:30 United States Import Prices MM Aug 0.3%

15.09.2021 14:30 United States Export Prices MM Aug 1.3%

15.09.2021 15:15 United States Industrial Production MM Aug 0.5% 0.9% 0.55% 0.05%

15.09.2021 15:15 United States Capacity Util ization SA Aug 76.1%

15.09.2021 15:15 United States Manuf Output MM Aug 1.4%
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Date Time Country Indicator Name Period Reuters Poll Prior SmartEstimate® Predicted Surprise

16.09.2021 01:50 Japan Exports YY Aug 37.0%

16.09.2021 01:50 Japan Imports YY Aug 28.5%

16.09.2021 01:50 Japan Trade Balance Total Yen Aug 441.0B

16.09.2021 06:30 Netherlands Unem Rate Monthly SA Aug 3.1%

16.09.2021 10:00 Italy Flash Trd Bal Non-EU Jul 4.79B

16.09.2021 10:00 Italy Trade Balance EU Jul 0.879B

16.09.2021 10:00 Italy Global Trade Balance Jul 5.681B

16.09.2021 14:15 Canada House Starts, Annualized Aug 272.2k

16.09.2021 14:30 United States Initial Jobless Clm 6 Sep, w/e

16.09.2021 14:30 United States Jobless Clm 4Wk Avg 6 Sep, w/e

16.09.2021 14:30 United States Cont Jobless Clm 30 Aug, w/e

16.09.2021 14:30 United States Philly Fed Business Indx Sep 19.4

16.09.2021 14:30 United States Philly Fed 6M Index Sep 33.70

16.09.2021 14:30 United States Philly Fed Capex Index Sep 33.70

16.09.2021 14:30 United States Philly Fed Employment Sep 32.60

16.09.2021 14:30 United States Philly Fed Prices Paid Sep 71.20

16.09.2021 14:30 United States Philly Fed New Orders Sep 22.80

16.09.2021 14:30 Canada Securities Cdns C$ Jul 28.10B

16.09.2021 14:30 Canada Securities Foreign C$ Jul 19.63B

16.09.2021 14:30 Canada Wholesale Trade MM Jul -0.8%

16.09.2021 16:00 United States Business Inventories MM Jul 0.4% 0.8% 0.50% 0.10%
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EURUSD 1.1832       Weekly Change GBPUSD 1.3854       Weekly Change

Week Low Week High Week Low Week High

1.1803 1.1886 1.3727 1.3888

EURCHF 1.0850       Weekly Change AUDUSD 0.7384       Weekly Change

Week Low Week High Week Low Week High

1.0836 1.0900 0.7346 0.7468

USDCHF 0.9169       Weekly Change USDCAD 1.2625       Weekly Change

Week Low Week High Week Low Week High

0.9133 0.9234 1.2516 1.2761

USDTRY 8.4251       Weekly Change EURGBP 0.8539       Weekly Change

Week Low Week High Week Low Week High

8.2680 8.5154 0.8521 0.8613
1.28%

-0.05%

-0.87%

-0.38%

-0.03%

0.36% 0.79%

-0.38%

Eurostoxx 50 4 174.01           Gold 1796

Week Change YTD Week Change YTD

-1.21% 14.85% -1.64% -5.37%

SMI 12 075.62         WTI 69.4400

Week Change YTD Week Change YTD

-1.91% 13.20% 0.48% 45.82%

S&P 500 4 489.14           US 10Y Yield 1.3275

Week Change YTD Week bp Change YTD bp Change

-0.93% 19.63% -0.50 39.699

VIX 18.44                 EU 10Y Yield -0.3370

Week Change YTD Week bp Change YTD bp Change

14.56% -17.36% 0.30 17.20
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➢ El Salvador bought $21 million of bitcoin as it becomes first country to make it a legal currency.
El Salvador bought roughly $20.9 million worth of bitcoin, one day before it formally adopts the world’s most popular cryptocurrency as
legal tender.
In a series of tweets Monday, President Nayib Bukele revealed that the country had purchased a total of 400 bitcoin, the first step in a
larger push to add the digital currency to its balance sheet.
The tweets were posted a few hours apart. Based on the bitcoin price at the time of the tweets, the amount of the digital coin purchased
totaled roughly $20.9 million.
“Our brokers will be buying a lot more as the deadline approaches,” he wrote.
The price of bitcoin rose following the tweets and was trading at around $52,681.85 at 12:16 a.m. ET Tuesday.
The posts came hours before El Salvador’s bitcoin law, which was passed in June, took effect Tuesday. El Salvador is the first country to
accept bitcoin as legal currency, which will work alongside the U.S. dollar. Proponents and critics around the world will be watching to see
how this unprecedented experiment plays out.
Bukele’s announcement marks a major milestone for bitcoin. El Salvador is now the first country to have officially put bitcoin on its balance
sheet and hold it in its reserves.
But the policy has drawn criticism across the country. Nearly 70% of Salvadorans surveyed by the Central American University disagreed
with the administration’s decision to adopt bitcoin as legal tender. Many were also unsure of how to use the digital currency.
Supporters of El Salvador’s move say that it indicates growing acceptance of bitcoin and that other countries could follow. The Salvadorian
government hopes it will boost financial inclusion in a country where around 70% of citizens do not have access to traditional financial
services, according to the bitcoin law.
Remittances, or the money sent home by migrants, is also important for the economy, accounting for more than 24% of El Salvador’s gross
domestic product, according to the World Bank.
The legislation allows prices to be displayed in bitcoin, tax contributions to be paid with the digital currency, and exchanges in bitcoin will
not be subject to capital gains tax.
El Salvador launched a wallet app called Chivo which citizens can sign up for with a national ID in order to transact using bitcoin. Users will
receive $30 worth of bitcoin when they sign up in a push to speed up adoption.
Last Tuesday, the Congress in El Salvador passed a law to create a $150 million fund to help facilitate conversions from bitcoin to U.S.
dollars.
But bitcoin is known for wild volatility at times, raising concerns about its effectiveness as a currency.
“Bitcoin isn’t really designed to be a means of exchange, so this is an early experiment for the currency,” Philip Gradwell, chief economist at
data platform Chainalysis, told CNBC’s “Capital Connection.”
“I think the main use in El Salvador is really going to be around remittances and people using it to save some wealth and really perhaps just
to be some competition to the dollar in the country.”

➢ China to Pilot Blockchain-Based Green Power Trading.
China’s highest economic planning body gave the go-ahead for trials using blockchain for green power trading to start across the country,
the National Development and Reform Commission said on its website.
The NDRC officially responded to China’s two national grid operators, the State Grid Corporation of China and China Southern Power Grid
Corporation, about the pilots, an unnamed representative for the NRDC said in an interview posted on the commission’s site.
Blockchain is one of the technologies that can be implemented on green power trading because it can securely “record the information of
each link of green power production, transaction, and consumption,” the interview said.
The two companies will set up two trading centers, one in Beijing and one in Guangzhou, reported state-owned People’s Daily Tuesday.
State Grid, the world’s largest utility operator, has applied for a patent for blockchain-based certificates of green power transactions, the
commission said.
The NDRC hopes that trading system will not only help China hit its carbon goals by incentivizing the use of green energy, but will be a
Chinese solution to global energy problems.

Crypto Market Cap: $2,134,973,390,723 Dominance*: BTC: 41.1% ETH: 19.0%
*: Split of crypto usage within the global crypto market cap.
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State Grid is all in on blockchain: It is also trialing the technology for data management.
China is also experimenting with blockchain and carbon offsets.

➢ FTX.US launches NFT minting Platform.
Crypto derivatives exchange FTX launched a minting platform for non-fungible tokens (NFTs) on its U.S. version today, the exchange’s
founder and CEO Sam Bankman-Fried tweeted.
“Make your own NFTs,” he tweeted, followed by a fire emoji, the link to the minting platform, and an NFT he minted as an example.
The NFTs will be built cross-chain on Solana and Ethereum, Bankman-Fried said. Deposits, including those of NFTs not built on FTX.US, and
withdrawals will open up in a couple of weeks, he tweeted.
The move deepens the exchange’s competition with NFT-focused platforms like OpenSea and Rarible, which have seen their daily trading
volumes soar in recent months, as well as Binance, the world’s largest crypto exchange.
FTX’s U.S. and global sites previously included NFT marketplaces, but did not allow users to mint their own tokens. To list NFTs, creators
would have to contact the exchange.
A few NFTs have already been minted on the FTX.US platform, including one that asks whether NFTs are a tulipmania, referring to a
speculative market bubble in the Netherlands in the 17th century.
The platform subsequently introduced a one-time fee of $500 after being spammed by pictures of a fish.
Bankman-Fried’s test NFT sold for $270,000 around 06:15 UTC on Tuesday, according to the FTX.US site.
The latest bid on SBF’s example NFT is $1,100 at the time of writing. The work is the word “Test” written on a white background.
In July, FTX was valued at $18 billion after a $900 million funding round.

➢ German Asset Manager Union Investment Plans to Bring Bitcoin to Its Private Wealth Clients.
German asset manager Union Investment on Monday revealed its plan to include bitcoin in a few of its investment funds, according to a
published reporter.
An executive at the asset management firm told Bloomberg News that they will consider to add bitcoin to several investment funds
available to its private investors, with a maximum bitcoin exposure of 2% of total assets for each fund. No fixed timeline was given when the
new investment strategy will be implemented but it could be as soon as the fourth quarter of this year.
The Frankfurt-based asset manager is the investment arm of DZ Bank Group and according to its website, it had about €386 billion asset
under management as of Dec. 30, 2020. The company suffered €243 million in losses when Wirecard filed for bankruptcy in June 2020,
Financial Times reported on Aug. 15.
Union Investment’s announcement is the latest example of how crypto investment has become easier in Germany. This was made possible
after Germany took a major step in July toward the crypto market after it passed a law that allows so-called spezialfonds (special funds) to
allocate up to 20% of their capital in crypto assets.
As Germany is one of the biggest economies in the world, the news was cheered by many crypto startups and industry leaders at home and
abroad.
At press time, bitcoin was changing hands at $51,755.27, up 2.08% in the past 24 hours, according to CoinDesk 20.

➢ Moody’s Wants to Get Its Head Around DeFi.
Moody’s Investors Service, one of the world’s largest credit-rating companies, is looking to hire crypto analysts to get to grips with “the
potential wide-reaching impact of decentralized finance (DeFi) on existing ecosystem,” according to a recent job posting.
Moody’s said the right candidate for the positions, advertised in London and New York, would: “Develop deep understanding and working
knowledge of blockchain and crypto-assets, plus DeFi to support research analysis on DeFi, CBDCs, stablecoins, NFTs and other crypto-
assets,” referring to central bank digital currencies and non-fungible tokens.
In terms of qualifications, applicants should have an “Intermediate understanding of blockchain and crypto-asset industry, especially DeFi,”
according to the ad.

https://www.coindesk.com/business/2021/09/06/ftxus-launches-nft-minting-platform/
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Moody’s Investors Service, the bond credit rating business of Moody’s Corp., is one of the big three credit-ratings companies, along with
Standard & Poor’s and Fitch Group. DeFi uses computers to match pools of lenders and borrowers, removing the need for intermediaries
and the ecosystem that supports them.
Moody’s had not responded to requests for interviews by the time of publication.
Other crypto-related job postings from Moody’s included a Crypto-asset Analytical Framework Designer, which also mentions DeFi; and
Senior Blockchain Analyst, that should have “1-3+ years of practical experience with crypto analysis, building blockchain applications,
cryptography, stablecoins and/or DAOs.”

➢ Visa reportedly aims to integrate Bitcoin payments in Brazil.
In a recent interview with local Brazilian news outlet Seu Dinheiro, Eduardo Abreu, Vice President of new business at payments giant Visa,
revealed the company's intentions to integrate crypto assets onto its platform for both payments and as a store of value, including the
leading cryptocurrency Bitcoin (BTC).
Back in March 2021, Visa’s CEO of Brazil, Fernando Teles, introduced the concept of adopting tokenized payments, as well as an application
programming interface (API) designed to bridge the gap between traditional financial institutions and crypto services.
In the interview, Abreu shared his belief that greater adoption will require the integration of traditional banking activity within the
cryptocurrency ecosystem so that customers can transact with fiat and crypto within the same environment.
Visa already offers 180 currencies on its platform and will look to leverage its 170 million global customer base and established fintech
relationships with national banks Alterbank, Ripio and Zro, in maximizing adoption in the region.
There was no specific announcement as to the date of the launch, but it is widely expected in the coming months.
Alongside this service, Abreu also suggested the possibility of customers receiving cashback in crypto.
Visa is no stranger to making headlines in the cryptocurrency space. In a bid to portray its pioneer status as a cultural intermediary of
traditional and modern finance, Visa last month purchased a CryptoPunk NFT avatar for 50 ETH ($150,000 at the time of sale.)

➢ Solana Climbs 30% on Back of FTX NFT Marketplace Launch.
The native token of the Solana blockchain enjoyed a 24-hour price increase of over 30% following the news of derivatives exchange FTX
launching a minting platform for non-fungible tokens (NFTs).
The SOL token hit a new all-time high of $194.82 at around 06:30 UTC Tuesday according to data by CoinMarketCap.
Its price subsequently fell back below $190 and is sitting at $186.50 at the time of writing - a 30.60% increase compared to 24 hours earlier.
The surge follows derivatives exchange FTX.US’s launch of a minting platform for NFTs, which is built cross-chain on the Ethereum and
Solana networks.
Solana’s native token has been enjoying a rally of late buoyed by a renewed boom in the NFT market. Solana last week replaced dogecoin as
the world’s seventh largest cryptocurrency when its market capitalization reached $42 billion compared to DOGE’s $38 billion.
With the latest surge over the last 24 hours, SOL’s market cap has surpassed $54 billion, according to CoinMarketCap.

➢ Grayscale CEO calls SEC ‘shortsighted’ after regulator’s comments on approval of a bitcoin ETF.
The CEO of the investment firm running the world’s biggest bitcoin fund sounded off on comments made by Securities and Exchange
Commission Chair Gary Gensler about the likely approval path for the first U.S. bitcoin ETF.
Michael Sonnenshein, CEO of Grayscale Investments, warned on Tuesday that the SEC would be making a mistake if it granted approval to
an ETF based on bitcoin futures ahead of one tied to the cryptocurrency itself. His firm has been seeking to convert the massive Grayscale
Bitcoin Trust, which owns bitcoin rather than contracts tied to its future price, into an ETF.
“It would be shortsighted of the SEC to allow a futures-based product into the market before a spot product,” Sonnenshein told CNBC’s
“Squawk Box” on Tuesday. “They really should be allowing both products into the market at the same time and let investors choose which
way they want.”

https://cointelegraph.com/news/visa-reportedly-aims-to-integrate-bitcoin-payments-in-brazil
https://www.coindesk.com/markets/2021/09/07/solana-climbs-30-on-back-of-ftx-nft-marketplace-launch/
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Last month, Gensler signaled a preference for reviewing applications from investment firms seeking to launch ETFs tied to bitcoin futures
that trade on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange. That’s an alarming development for Grayscale, which has sought to convert its bitcoin trust
into an ETF since 2016. The approval of the first bitcoin ETF in the U.S. is viewed as a crypto milestone because it would aid in the adoption
of the nascent asset class.
During the “Squawk Box” discussion and in a follow-up phone interview, Sonnenshein warned of potential downsides to the SEC’s position.
A futures-based ETF would cost investors more in fees because of the inherent expense of rolling over futures contracts as they expire,
Sonnenshein said.
Further, investors who want an investment fund that more closely tracks the price of bitcoin may gravitate toward a futures-based ETF,
which could siphon away capital from the flagship Grayscale product, he said. That’s one of the main reasons Grayscale wants to convert its
fund, known by its ticker GBTC, to an ETF. As currently constructed, the fund can trade at a discount or premium to bitcoin itself.
“If a futures-based ETF comes to market without the ability for GBTC to convert to an ETF, it has the potential to harm investors who hold
tens of billions of dollars’ worth of GBTC today outright, as well as the investors who have exposure to GBTC inside mutual funds,
retirement accounts and other places,” Sonnenshein said in the phone interview.
Overall, he viewed the SEC’s stance as bullish for bitcoin because if regulators are comfortable with derivatives tied to the cryptocurrency, it
suggests they are comfortable with the underlying asset class.
Grayscale’s bitcoin trust has $32.4 billion in assets under management and holds more than 3% of the available supply of bitcoin,
Sonnenshein said.
The SEC didn’t immediately respond to a request for a reaction to Sonnenshein’s comments.

➢ SEC Threatened to Sue Coinbase Over Lending Product, CEO Says.
U.S.-based cryptocurrency exchange Coinbase says the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) has threatened to sue over its yet-to-be-
launched “Lend” program.
Coinbase said it had been in discussions with the SEC over its program for almost six months. Despite these ongoing discussions, Coinbase
says the SEC issued a “Wells Notice,” according to a blog post on Tuesday.
A Wells Notice or letter is the U.S. regulator’s formal way of announcing it may bring charges against companies or employees.
Lend aims to provide eligible customers a 4% annualized percentage yield by lending out USD coin (USDC) to “verified borrowers.”
Coinbase says the SEC won’t explain its issue with the Lend program.
“Rather, they have now told us that if we launch Lend, they intend to sue,” according to the exchange’s post.
In a tweet thread on Tuesday, Coinbase CEO Brian Armstrong said his company had complied with all the SEC’s requests including providing
subpoenaed records and testimony from employees.
Armstrong also said the agency gave no reasons for a potential lawsuit. He called the SEC’s classification of Lend as a security “strange.”
“How can lending be a security?” Armstrong tweeted.

Coinbase declined to comment further. A spokesperson for the SEC did not immediately return a request for comment.

➢ Crypto traders blame bitcoin’s Tuesday tumble partly on glitches at exchanges and a $44 million sale order.
A wild day on crypto exchanges is being blamed on a raft of glitches and reports of a big sale that at least one analyst credited for
contributing to the downward pressure on digital-asset prices.
Temporary technical trading issues were reported by users of exchanges from Coinbase Global COIN, -0.69%, the largest U.S. crypto-trading
platform, to Hong Kong-based Bitfinex and FTX, as well as rival platforms Gemini and Kraken.
On top of that, an analyst pointed to the big sale of some $44 million in bitcoin on Seychelles-based cryptocurrency exchange Huobi as
amplifying the slump on Tuesday, as many traditional investors in the U.S. returned from a three-day holiday.
Traditional stock indexes, such as the Dow Jones Industrial Average DJIA, -0.43% and the S&P 500 index SPX, -0.46%, and bond markets
were closed Monday in observance of Labor Day, but the crypto market never sleeps.

https://www.coindesk.com/business/2021/09/08/sec-threatened-to-sue-coinbase-over-lending-product-ceo-says/
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Against that backdrop, bitcoin BTCUSD, 0.43%, Ether ETHUSD, 0.06% on the Ethereum blockchain and meme asset dogecoin DOGEUSD,
0.91% declined sharply, but recovered somewhat as brave investors bought into the slump.

Even by crypto’s whipsawing standards, Tuesday’s action was a bit unsettling for digital-asset bulls.
“Bitcoin price [was] being hammered…but if you look at the price action more closely you can see that traders have actually bought the dip
as the price has bounced near its 50-day [simple moving average],” wrote Naeem Aslam, chief analyst at AvaTrade, in a daily note.
“At the same time, it is important to note that crypto exchanges like Bitfinex have turned off their platforms, possibly crashed, and this is
certainly a concern for investors,” the analyst wrote.
At last check, bitcoin was changing hands at $46,920.19, down nearly 10%, while Ether was trading at $3,414.49, off by nearly 14% on
CoinDesk.

➢ El Salvador’s new bitcoin wallets could cost Western Union and similar companies $400 million a year.
Jaime García really hates using Western Union to send money home to El Salvador.
“In this day and age, it is wild that I had to go to a physical Western Union office, give them actual cash, and then hand them another $25
on top of that, before they would send my money over,” García said.
“And then, of course, it takes three days for it to actually arrive in El Salvador.”
García, who lives in the Canadian province of Saskatchewan, fled El Salvador when he was 11 after rebels bombed his house. His biggest
issue with wiring cash abroad is less the inconvenience on his end and more about what happens to his loved ones receiving the money.
“They have to take a bus to go to a physical location to pick it up, and there are gangs that hang out around those offices. They know what
people are going there for, and they basically rob them,” said García, who leads a team of researchers at SGI Canada Insurance.
Since he last sent money home, García told CNBC, he now has the option to make an online payment via the Western Union app, but he still
faces steep fees – 12.5% for a $100 transfer – and it doesn’t solve the problem of what happens to those picking up the cash in El Salvador.
García isn’t alone in his frustrations with the legacy payment rails that have long dominated the business of cross-border payments.
Many in the 2.5 million Salvadoran diaspora send money to friends and family still living in El Salvador. Last year, they collectively
transferred nearly $6 billion, or roughly 23% of the country’s gross domestic product, and a chunk of that went to the middlemen
facilitating these international transfers.
“Remittances are one area where the status quo in our legacy financial system is terrible, with extraordinarily high fees leveled at
populations that can ill afford them,” said Matt Hougan, chief investment officer of Bitwise Asset Management.
“It’s a worn-out Twitter saying, but bitcoin really does fix this,” said Hougan.
The hassle around remittances is one chief reason El Salvador President Nayib Bukele cited for declaring bitcoin legal tender. As part of the
rollout, the government has launched its own national virtual wallet — called “Chivo,” or Salvadoran slang for “cool” — which offers no-fee
transactions and allows for quick cross-border payments.
“It won’t be overnight; 100% of remittances aren’t going to move to the Chivo app tomorrow. These things take time, and people naturally
worry about trying new things with money. But the current fee levels of charge for remittances are going to prove unsustainable,” Hougan
said.

Bukele is young, tech savvy, and a budding authoritarian. He has also tethered his political fate to the country’s bitcoin experiment, so he is
pulling out all the stops to make it work.
One of those perks is offering $30 worth of free bitcoin to every Salvadoran inside the country who signs up for the Chivo wallet. That’s no
small sum in a country where the monthly minimum wage is $365.
Remittances from abroad comprise nearly a quarter of El Salvador’s GDP, and around 70% of the population receives them. The average
monthly remittance transfer is $195, and for the households that receive remittances, it makes up 50% of their total income. So, the
funneling of cash from abroad back home to El Salvador is critical to survival for most of the country.
Around 60% of that cash comes via remittance companies and 38% through banking institutions, according to official data. Fees vary by
company, but typically, the smaller the payment, the higher the percentage that goes to fees.
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For instance, if García wants to send $10 to his cousin in San Salvador, he will pay $3.24, or a nearly 33% commission to Western Union.
If he uses his Muun self-custodial wallet for the transaction, however, he will pay 10 cents, or a 1% fee. And if García were to pay from a
Chivo wallet, which is reserved for Salvadoran nationals living at home or abroad, the transaction would be free. Once his cousin receives
the funds, he can then go to any of the 200 new Chivo ATMs the government has rolled out and withdraw U.S. dollars from his virtual
wallet.
“Wherever you are now, you can send bitcoin to anyone with a Chivo wallet in El Salvador, and in minutes, they have the value and then
they can go to one of the ATMs and take it out in cash without a fee,” said Alex Gladstein, chief strategy officer for the Human Rights
Foundation.
“That’s drop-dead stunning. It’s an incredible humanitarian improvement.”
The president estimates that money service providers like Western Union and MoneyGram will lose $400 million a year in commissions for
remittances should the population adopt bitcoin at scale. Mario Gomez Lozada, who was born and raised in El Salvador, worked as a banker
with Merrill Lynch and Credit Suisse and now runs a derivates exchange for crypto assets, thinks the figure will be closer to $1 billion.
Western Union did not reply to a CNBC request for comment about whether the company was worried about how this might affect
business and if there was any plan to alter the fee structure to adjust for increased competition.
García says he’s no Bukele booster, but he is a fan of the project, in large part because of the remittance use case.
García hadn’t thought twice about cryptocurrencies before the June announcement. “But my birth country decided to get into bitcoin, so I
wanted to learn all about how it works,” said García.
He has spent the last three months teaching himself about the topic and has become a bitcoin investor himself, holding some of his digital
coins in cold storage on a Trezor hardware wallet. After digging in and experimenting with friends and family, García said he feels one of the
most powerful features of the Chivo wallet is the fact that users can operate in either U.S. dollars or bitcoin.
For a country where 70% of citizens do not have access to traditional financial services, Chivo not only offers a convenient on ramp for
those who have never been a part of the banking system, but it also helps them test the waters by only dealing in U.S. dollars, to start.
“It will be interesting to see the impact on remittances in a few months and see what percentage of it uses the bitcoin network rails,” said
Lozada. “My guess is most people initially will cash bitcoin into U.S. dollars, as this is what they are used to, but we should see a gradual
adoption of bitcoin as the main means of transaction and pricing. I see a future where consumer items like milk and bread are priced in
bitcoin directly and people might even start holding bitcoin.”
….

➢ Mastercard Acquires Crypto Tracing Firm CipherTrace.
Payments giant Mastercard has agreed to buy CipherTrace, a firm that scans blockchains for illicit transactions.
The surprise acquisition announced Thursday by the companies in a press release gives Mastercard the ability to track over 900
cryptocurrencies. Details of the acquisition were not disclosed.
The deal is the latest sign of robust activity in the crypto tracing sector as governments and banks look to ramp up monitoring and
compliance.
Earlier this year, Daniel Loeb’s Third Point Ventures led a $27 million investment in CipherTrace. That round was on the heels of a $100
million Series D that valued competing firm Chainalysis at $4.2 billion.
In a statement, Mastercard President of Cyber & Intelligence Ajay Bhalla said, “With the rapid growth of the digital asset ecosystem comes
the need to ensure it is trusted and safe. Our aim is to build upon the complementary capabilities of Mastercard and CipherTrace to do just
this.”
Mastercard has been ramping up its crypto efforts of late. In July, the payments giant said it would be piloting the use of the Circle-
administered USD coin (USDC) as a key bridge between crypto-using buyers and cash-loving merchants. In February, Mastercard said it was
planning to let merchants accept crypto through its network by year’s end.
“Our philosophy on cryptocurrencies is straightforward: It’s about choice,” Mastercard’s crypto VP, Raj Dhamodharan, said at the time.
“Mastercard isn’t here to recommend you start using cryptocurrencies. But we are here to enable customers, merchants and businesses to
move digital value.”

https://www.coindesk.com/business/2021/09/09/mastercard-acquires-crypto-tracing-firm-ciphertrace/
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➢ European Finance Regulator Calls Crypto ‘Volatile,’ but Innovative.
Crypto assets and distributed ledger technology (DLT) topped the European Securities and Markets Authority’s (ESMA) 2021 financial
innovation scoreboard, according to a new report published by the institution.
The 110-page report, titled “Trends, Risks and Vulnerabilities,” treated cryptocurrency as a trending financial innovation as well as a threat
to sustainable finance due to its “soaring” environmental cost, particularly in relation to crypto mining. The report suggested that crypto
asset volatility, along with the rise of decentralized finance (DeFi), central bank digital currencies (CBDC) and stablecoins are contributing to
increasing risk across all asset classes.
Crypto assets and distributed ledger technology (DLT) topped the European Securities and Markets Authority’s (ESMA) 2021 financial
innovation scoreboard, according to a new report published by the institution.
The 110-page report, titled “Trends, Risks and Vulnerabilities,” treated cryptocurrency as a trending financial innovation as well as a threat
to sustainable finance due to its “soaring” environmental cost, particularly in relation to crypto mining. The report suggested that crypto
asset volatility, along with the rise of decentralized finance (DeFi), central bank digital currencies (CBDC) and stablecoins are contributing to
increasing risk across all asset classes.

“Most crypto assets (CAs) are highly volatile in price and operate outside of the existing EU regulatory framework, which raises investor
protection issues,” the report said.
ESMA is an independent European Union (EU) authority tasked with improving investor protection and promoting stable and orderly
financial markets. The scoreboard prioritizes financial innovations that require deeper analysis and potential policy responses and ranks
them based on how they relate to ESMA objectives.
The ESMA report was released just as EU regulators began gearing up for the implementation of all-encompassing cryptocurrency
regulations, new anti-money laundering (AML) rules and tax reporting requirements for virtual asset service providers and investors.
Additionally, the European Central Bank (ECB) is set to begin a two-year investigation into a digital euro in October.
According to the report, a rise in risk-taking behavior and market exuberance are to blame for increasing volatility in equity markets.
“Increased [risk-taking] behavior has led to volatility in equity (e.g., GameStop related market movements) and crypto asset markets, as
well as to the materialization of event-driven risks such as in the case of Archegos or Greensill,” the report said, referring to the recent fall
of New York investment giant Archegos, and London-based lender Greensill Capital.
Earlier this year, retail investors came together to rally behind Gamestop stock, leading to massive losses for new traders, as the price
plummeted following initial hype of the movement.
“Going forward, we expect to continue to see a prolonged period of risk to institutional and retail investors of further – possibly significant –
market corrections and see very high risks across the whole of the ESMA remit,” the report said.
The report cautions against the risks surrounding crypto assets, adding that the crypto market capitalization fell by almost 40% in May,
highlighting their high price volatility.
…

➢ Soccer Powerhouse Paris Saint-Germain Names Crypto.com First Cryptocurrency Partner.
European soccer giant Paris Saint-Germain named crypto exchange Crypto.com as its first official cryptocurrency platform partner,
according to a Crypto.com blog item on Thursday.
The agreement will include the issuing of exclusive non-fungible tokens (NFTs) on the Crypto.com NFT platform.
Crypto.com will pay a large part of its sponsorship fee with its CRO token.
Crypto.com co-founder and CEO Kris Marszalek said that the partnership with Paris Saint-Germain would help the company achieve its
mission of accelerating “the world’s transition to cryptocurrency,” and that “the brand visibility, stadium and team access, and collaborative
development of NFTs,” would generate “new and exciting experiences for football fans.”
The partnership offers the latest example of growing intersection between professional soccer and crypto with Paris Saint-Germain one of
the main participants of late. In August, the storied club, which has won seven of the last nine championships in France’s top professional
league, included a payment of crypto fan tokens to help complete the acquisition of star forward Lionel Messi from FC Barcelona.
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Messi became part of the NFT trend last month with the launch on the Ethernity Chain platform of “The Messiverse,” featuring crypto
artworks celebrating his career by Australia-based digital artist BossLogic.

➢ Swiss bourse gets regulatory approval to offer landmark digital token exchange.
SIX, Switzerland’s stock exchange, has been given regulatory approval to launch its long-awaited digital bourse.
The SIX Digital Exchange said Friday it obtained two licenses from FINMA, the country’s markets watchdog, to operate a stock
exchange and depository for blockchain-based securities.
SIX said it was now able to launch regulated trading, settlement and custody infrastructure based on distributed ledger
technology — also known as the blockchain. Its the system best known for its use in maintaining an immutable list of all
cryptocurrency transactions.
The firm did not say when it expects the new product to launch, or which assets it would allow investors to trade. However, the
digital bourse could provide a regulated alternative to cryptocurrency exchanges, many of which operate outside the confines
of established rules.
Binance, the world’s top crypto exchange, has faced several warnings and threats from authorities around the world.
Meanwhile, Coinbase, which is a regulated business, has attracted the ire of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
recently.
SIX’s platform would also see Switzerland’s bourse get ahead of major exchanges like the New York Stock Exchange in offering
securities based on the blockchain.
Thomas Zeeb, SIX’s global head of exchanges, has previously said the company plans to offer stocks in the form of digital
tokens.
“Part of the core MVP (minimum viable product) would be equity listing, trading and settling,” Zeeb told CNBC in a 2019
interview.
“The other products are somewhat dependent on the ongoing dialogue we’re having with our clients around the use cases for
bonds, for ETFs (exchange-traded funds), for non-custody assets like artwork or real estate,” he added. “That could take a little
longer depending on where the banks are.”

The approval marks a significant milestone in the world of cryptocurrencies, which have been seeing growing acceptance from
several big companies and even an entire nation as their prices have surged.
PayPal, Square and Mastercard are among the large financial firms to have offered support for digital currencies, while El
Salvador this week became the first country to adopt bitcoin as legal tender.
The move from SIX would make it one of the first major bourses to launch an exchange dedicated to digital assets. The group
first unveiled plans to debut a digital bourse back in 2018.
“I can’t afford to do an Uber, it doesn’t work,” Zeeb said in 2019, referring to the ride-hailing company’s notoriety for launching
in territories without first asking regulators for permission.
SIX Digital Exchange said it would continue to invest in developing its technology over the coming months. The company added
that it hopes to attract clients including banks, insurance firms and institutional investors, and aims to launch its exchange
network globally.
In a statement Friday, Zeeb said: “This is an important milestone in bringing the digitalization of capital markets into the
mainstream, but it is only the beginning. We will continue to work with our clients, regulators, and other stakeholders to shape
the markets of the future.”
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➢ Nasdaq to provide price feeds for tokenized stock trades on DeFiChain.
Tokenized stocks have had a shaky few months from a regulatory perspective, but that seemingly hasn't stopped legacy financial giants and
decentralized finance (DeFi) advocates from inking new deals.
Bloomberg reported today that Nasdaq, Finnhub and Tiingo, will be providing their price feeds to DeFiChain, a DeFi platform built on the
Bitcoin (BTC) network.
DeFiChain offers trading in tokenized stocks that correspond to the underlying price of major listed firms like Tesla, Amazon and Apple. The
tokenized stocks, similar to a now-retracted offering rolled out by Binance earlier this year, can be purchased in fractions without requiring
investors to purchase a full, traditional share, for which custody of a physical share certificate is required.
The tokenized stocks are collateralized by cryptocurrencies, removing the need for an intermediary, and can also be purchased in the form
of decentralized loans. Available to trade 24/7, the purchase of a tokenized stock does not confer ownership of the underlying asset to its
holder but rather allows them to potentially profit from the asset's price movements.
The decentralized stock trading system offered by DeFiChain makes use of a native token, DFI, as well as Bitcoin and the dollar-pegged
stablecoin USD Coin (USDC). The platform's co-founder, Julian Hosp, said that the offering will open the door to many people who are
frustrated by traditional markets.” Yet advocates like Hosp will increasingly need to contend with the increased attention regulators are
paying to the DeFi space.
Last week, the United States Securities and Exchange Commission was revealed to be investigating the startup behind the world’s largest
decentralized cryptocurrency exchange (DEX), Uniswap. Citing growing regulatory pressure, the platform had already moved to delist
dozens of tokens and tokenized stocks in late July.
Earlier that same month, sales of Binance’s highly popular stock tokens, which represented fractions of equity shares in firms such as Tesla
and Coinbase, were suddenly suspended following pressure from Hong Kong's securities regulator and earlier reports that European and
British regulators had been scrutinizing the offering for possible non-compliance with securities laws.

https://cointelegraph.com/news/nasdaq-to-provide-price-feeds-for-tokenized-stock-trades-on-defichain
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BTC 45 812.78  Weekly Change

Week Low Week High

43 000.00    52 948.00  
-8.98%

Circulating Supply

18 811 606.00                                                       

Market Cap

877 583 180 214.00$                                           

ETH 3 318.38    Weekly Change

Week Low Week High

3022.01 3994.95
-15.46%

Circulating Supply

117 461 631.00                                                     

Market Cap

405 153 215 581.00$                                           
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A
❖ Address (Crypto Address): An address is comparable to a bank account number. It is a unique

collection of numbers and letters. This identification code is required to carry out a blockchain

transaction and is unique for each owner. (ie: 1GyWgXtkVG5gsm9Ym1rkHoJHAftmPnTHQj)

❖ Airdrop: An airdrop is a way to distribute coins. End users can generally get coins for free or in

exchange for a small task, such as subscribing to a newsletter, sending a tweet or inviting other

people via a personal affiliate link.

❖ Algorithm: The ‘algorithm’ is a way to solve a task using data processing and calculations. There are

different types of algorithms in use by blockchains.

❖ Altcoin: An altcoin is any cryptocurrency or token created after the Bitcoin was developed.

❖ Anti-Money Laundering (AML): AML is the abbreviation for ‘anti-money laundering’. AML stands

for policy and legislation on money laundering. This prevents illegally acquired funds from being

converted into a legal variant. Within the crypto world, it is no longer unusual for AML techniques

to be used by exchanges and wallets. This term is often used as AML/KYC, where KYC stands for

‘Know your customer’.

❖ APY: APY is short for ‘annual percentage yield’, which is the total return rate that is earned on

an interest-bearing asset or savings account. The compounding interest should be considered when

the APY percentage is projected. An APY of 5% will turn $100 into $105 after exactly one year.

❖ ATH: ATH is the abbreviation of ‘All-Time High’ and means the highest price ever paid for a

particular coin. ATH is also often used to indicate that someone’s total portfolio has reached the

highest value ever.

❖ ATL: ATL stands for ‘all-time-low’ and is the opposite of ATH, or ‘all-time-high’. ATL is used to

indicate that the price of a coin or the entire wallet of a person is at the lowest level ever in

terms of value.

B
❖ Bitcoin (BTC): Bitcoin is the very first, best known and currently the most valuable digital coin.

❖ Bitcoin (unit of Currency): The bitcoin is the very first cryptocurrency invented in 2008 by an

anonymous developer named Satoshi Nakamoto. It can be divided up to 8 digits after the comma.

The smallest one is called a satoshi (0.00000001 BTC).

❖ Blockchain: The blockchain is a technique that makes it possible to safely store data in a

decentralized way. This data can be money, but it could be other data as well.
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❖ Bot: A ‘bot’ is an autonomous program on a network, such as the Internet, that can interact with

systems or users. It is often designed to automate certain manual tasks. Bots are often used in

Telegram chat groups to prevent spam.

C
❖ CBDC: CBDC stands for ‘Central bank digital currency’ and is the fully digital form of fiat money.

Unlike at Bitcoin, this type of currency would be created by a centralized authority like a central

bank or a monetary authority. It might or might not have a distributed ledger. Each central bank in

the world can have a custom implementation. Currently, it is still in test phase or just a concept on

paper.

❖ Centralized: Centralized means that one organization has control. For example, governments and

companies are centralized. The opposite of centralized is decentralized, such as the Internet and the

blockchain.

❖ Coin: A Coin is the umbrella term for cryptocurrencies and tokens.

❖ Cold Storage: Cold storage refers to storing cryptocurrency on a place where the private key cannot

be accessed via the internet. This can be done on a hardware wallet, paper wallet or software wallet

in an offline environment.

❖ Cold Wallet: A cold wallet is a wallet for storing cryptocurrency where the private key is not

exposed to the Internet.

❖ Cryptocurrency: A cryptocurrency, also known as ‘crypto’, is a type of currency that is transferred

via a blockchain. It uses strong cryptography to secure the transactions, that usually have value.

While traditional fiat currencies are subject to counterfeiting, this is not possible in a

cryptocurrency. Bitcoin is still the most valuable cryptocurrency.

D
❖ DAO: DAO is an abbreviation of ‘Decentralized Autonomous Organization’. This is an organization

that runs automatically on itself without any human interventions. The work is automatically

executed through Smart contracts.

❖ DeFi: DeFi is the abbreviation of ‘Decentralized Finance’. It can be defined as a new financial

ecosystem consisting of various financial tools, apps and services utilizing blockchain technology. It’s

an umbrella term for all these projects combined and is growing daily. Examples of DeFi functionality

are banking services in the form of stablecoins, decentralized exchanges, derivatives, prediction

markets, or lending and borrowing systems. The last one can be either peer-to-peer or with a pool.

It is a combination of replicating products and services in the traditional finance industry as well as

innovative new ones only possible with blockchain technology.
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❖ DEX: A DEX is short for Decentralized Exchange. This is an exchange where people can trade

cryptocurrencies and tokens without the need of a middleman. It is usually run by code in a ‘smart

contract’. The transactions are generally written to the blockchain, which makes a DEX by default

slower than a centralized exchange that uses fast databases. The main benefit of a DEX is that

nobody, but yourself, holds the private key to the funds. Even though a DEX will not have a

middleman regarding the trades, the exchange and the website are centrally managed. Therefore, it’s

not 100% decentralized in fact. The level of decentralization differs per DEX. Use the filters in this

list with exchanges to find each DEX.

E
❖ ERC-20: ERC20 coins are all tokens on the Ethereum blockchain. These coins are also supported by

most Ethereum wallets.

❖ ETF: ETF is an abbreviation for ‘Exchange-Traded-Fund’ or a listed fund on a stock exchange. This is

a tradable product (security) that follows the price of an underlying asset. Examples are an equity

index, a basket of certain securities, bonds and commodities. There are several applications for a

Bitcoin ETF, but none of these has yet been approved by the SEC in the United States of America.

❖ Ethereum: Ethereum (ETH) is consists of one blockchain where both its own transactions (Ether)

and those of numerous other coins (tokens) are recorded. Ethereum distinctive feature is the so-

called “smart contract”. The programming language of Ethereum is written in such a way that

programmers can write their own programs based on the Ethereum blockchain.

F
❖ Fiat Currency: Fiat currency or also simply called fiat is money issued by a government or

organizations that can issue it, like banks for example. It doesn’t have any value by itself and is for

decades not backed by gold anymore either. It instead remains value based on the trust of the

people. Once the trust goes away it will decrease in value and could eventually cause hyperinflation.

❖ Fully Diluted: Fully Diluted in crypto refers to fully diluted market cap. This is the market cap of

a coin based on its total supply instead of the circulating supply. This is an important metric for

investors to compare coins and help with the decision if it’s overvalued or undervalued.

H
❖ HODL: HODL is the wrong spelling of ‘hold’. This spelling mistake was once made by someone

accidentally or intentionally on a forum. Since then, this term has been used to indicate that you

keep or should be holding your position.
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I
❖ ICO: An ‘initial coin offering’ (ICO) can be compared a bit with an IPO. Investors get an

opportunity to invest in a certain coin for the first time. The difference with the stock market

however is that a company must meet all kinds of requirements before the IPO can take place. The

market of ICO’s is much less regulated. Therefore, it happens more often that an ICO is fraudulent.

❖ Interoperability: The term interoperability in crypto refers to blockchain interoperability. In short,

this means the ability to share information between different blockchains. Since the launch of

Bitcoin, a lot of new blockchains have emerged of which the most well known Ethereum. All these

new blockchains are in a way competing to get adoption by developers and users and results in a lot

of silos. Since each blockchain usually has its own speciality, it would make sense for developers to

utilize more than one blockchain. For this to work there is a need for the interoperability and

several projects are working on this.

K
❖ Key Pairs: A key pair is the combination of a public and private key together. During the process

of creating a wallet, a pair of keys is generated. The private key is the most important one and

should be backed up safely and not shared with anyone.

❖ KYC: KYC is an abbreviation for ‘Know Your Customer’ and was created to combat money

laundering via cryptocurrencies. At almost every ICO it is mandatory to prove that you are who you

say you are. This is also regularly requested at crypto exchanges.

M
❖ Masternode: A masternode is a server, ran from home or in a data center, that has an essential

role in a decentralized network. It usually performs specific tasks, like storing files or data and

keeping it accessible in the network. It could also function to validate the transaction or for

consensus purposes like voting on proposals. The technical (memory, CPU, etc.) and financial criteria

(number of coins needed) are different for each coin. If the masternode you set up does not

perform well it’s possible to lose your coins if those are meant as collateral. The rewards could also

just stop and then you can just start over again. A masternode usually gives a high reward that’s

paid out in the coin itself.

❖ Maximum Supply: This is the maximum number of coins that will exist for a token or

cryptocurrency. If there is a max supply defined, no more coins can be created. ‘Burned’ coins are

part of this supply, so therefore it is always larger than or equal to the total supply.

For Bitcoin, the maximum is set to 21 million.

❖ Mining: Mining is also known as ‘Cryptocurrency mining’ or ‘Cryptomining’. It is a process where

blocks are added to a blockchain by solving a mathematical puzzle. The block can also contain

transactions on that blockchain and will then become verified and immutable. Depending on the

blockchain, mining can be done with a CPU, GPU, specialized hardware or a combination of all.
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N
❖ NFT: NFT is the abbreviation of non-fungible token. This is a type of token representing a unique

asset. These can be either digital or represent real-world assets. Examples are a sword in a game or

ownership of a piece of land. NFT’s are generally scarce, unique and indivisible. The Ethereum

blockchain makes it easy to create NFT’s with it’s ERC-721 and ERC-1155 standards.

O
❖ ODN: ODN is the abbreviation of ‘OriginTrail Decentralized Network’. This is an open-source and

permissionless network that relies on an off-chain technology stack consisting of several inter-related

layers. It is a decentralized network of data providers, data creators, data holders, and data viewers.

The glue between all entities is the ERC-20 based Trace Token (TRAC). This is used as a collateral

stake to keep data holders honest and for payments to compensate the data holders for providing

their resources.

P
❖ Paper Wallet: A paper wallet is an alternative to a hardware or software wallet. It is a piece of

paper or a PDF containing the information to access the cryptocurrency in that wallet. It normally

consists of a ‘public key’ and a ‘private key’.

❖ Permissioned Blockchain/ledger: Anyone can mine Bitcoins because it is a public blockchain. This is

not the case with a permissioned blockchain. There is a layer above it that determines which entity

can write transactions in a block. The XRP coin from the company Ripple Labs is an example of such

a blockchain and has CGI, MIT and Microsoft as approved entities for example. These are called

“transaction validators”.

❖ PoA (Proof of Authority): PoA stands for ‘Proof of Authority’. This is a validation method to

process transactions and blocks in a blockchain only by approved accounts. These are known as

‘validators’ and run specific software to store the transactions in blocks. Since the identity is linked

to the system, it can contribute to more trust.

❖ Private Key: A private key in the crypto space can be defined as the combination of letters and

numbers that corresponds to a specific public key. The private key can be used to gain access to the

assets on that public key, also known as the wallet address. Once you share your private key with

somebody, store it on your computer in plain text or type it in a website or app, you risk losing all

your funds stored on its a corresponding public address.

❖ Public Key: A public key in the crypto space can be defined as a combination of letters and

numbers and forms the address to which the cryptocurrencies or tokens can be sent to. Everybody

who knows the public key of somebody can see the assets stored on that address. Only the owner

of the corresponding private key can send those assets out.
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Q
❖ QR Code: A QR code is a type of barcode in the form of a square. The letters QR stand for ‘Quick

Response’. The code contains many dots, a few small squares and sometimes a small logo in the

middle. This is different from most other barcode types, which are rectangular with lines. A QR

code can therefore contain much more information. Within the crypto world, it is often used to

make a ‘wallet’ address scannable. This speeds up the process of transferring crypto and prevents

errors.

S
❖ Satoshi Nakamoto: Satoshi Nakamoto is the alias of the creator of Bitcoin, who wants to remain

anonymous. Nobody knows who it is. It could be a person, a group, a company or even a

government. It is quite likely that it is a person because there are people who have communicated

with him or her via e-mail.

❖ SEC: SEC is the abbreviation of ‘Securities and Exchange Commission’. This is an independent

government organization of the United States of America. The SEC holds the primary responsibility

regarding the financial markets. They enforce the federal securities laws, propose new rules and

regulate the US financial markets.

❖ Stablecoin: Stablecoins are tokens or cryptocurrencies attempting to have a minimized volatility of

its price. It usually tries to keep a stable price of a related asset like USD for example. It can be

backed by the related asset or replicated using smart contracts. Stablecoins are usually pegged to

fiat money, but it’s also possible to be pegged to precious metals like gold or silver, or even other

assets. It enables an easily accessible way to store crypto wealth, temporarily, in a more stable asset

during market volatility instead of using the traditional financial ecosystem. Fiat withdrawals can

take a few days and could be costly as well.

T
❖ Tether: The Tether is often abbreviated as USDT on exchanges. This is a non-government regulated

‘stablecoin’ with a value of around 1 US dollar. The company behind this coin claims that every

Tether in circulation is covered with real dollars on their bank account.

❖ Total Supply: The ‘total supply’ indicates the number of coins already in circulation, supplemented

with the coins that are not tradable yet. So, it only applies to coins already in existence. This is

different from the ‘max supply’, in which future coins are included. The total supply is greater than

or equal to the ‘circulating’ supply’. It can consist of tradable and non-tradable coins, such as

reserved or not yet released coins for the team or investors.

❖ Transaction Fee: The ‘transaction fee’ is the amount that must be paid to execute transactions on

the Blockchain. This fee is usually paid to the ‘Miners’, but sometimes they are burned. There are

also several cryptocurrencies, where you don’t have to pay a fee.
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W
❖ Wallet: A ‘wallet’ is a place to store cryptocurrencies encrypted. There are several variants, such as

a paper wallet, hardware wallet or software wallet. Each coin has one or more supported wallets.

❖ Whale: A ‘whale’ is someone with a very large position in a coin.

❖ Whitepaper: A ‘whitepaper’ is a document that is almost always written for the launch of a new

coin through an ICO. All aspects of a coin should be explained here: how it is used, for what and

sometimes also the price expectation. After the ICO new versions can be released if the situation

changes.

Y
❖ Yield Farming: Yield farming is the process of generating the most returns possible on your crypto

assets by putting them to work. Within the crypto space, DeFi has taken on a big role and services

inside this space are making yield farming possible. There are nowadays ways to move your crypto

assets to pools to gain interest on those assets giving it an annual percentage yield (APY). Just

buying crypto-assets and holding them in your wallet, won’t generate any yield, but lending them

out with DeFi services like, Compound, for example, does make this possible. A term closely related

to yield farming is liquidity mining.


